Transport instructions:
By public transport:
⁃
Once you exit the hotel
⁃
Turn left on the Freyova street
⁃
Go about 260m until you reach the Vysocanska Bus stop
⁃
There, get on the 136 Bus (or the 195 Bus)
⁃
It goes more or less every 15 minutes
⁃
As soon as you get on the Bus send a SMS ticket
⁃
To this number: 902 06
⁃
With this text: DPT24
⁃
This will cost you 24,- czk / 0.91€
⁃
The ticket is valid for 30 min. Once you get a text back!
⁃
If you still haven’t got a text back after few mins. Try putting “+420”. Before the number
and try again.
⁃
Ride 5 stops (about 11 minutes) / (6 stops - 195 Bus)
⁃
Get off the Bus on “Vystaviste Letnany” Stop, Tupolevova st.
⁃
Once you get off, you should be able to see large red building in front of you
⁃
You want to go right (the direction your bus came from) about 150m
⁃
Then turn left once you see ENTRY to the halls (which are now on your left)
⁃
That’s it ;-)
If you have problems with the bus schedule, the IDOS app is very helpful.
Remember, you go
from : Vysocanska
To: Vystaviste Letnany
Back to the hotel:
You take the exact same road
This means you take, again, the 195 Bus or the 136 Bus
Again, the interval should be more or less 15 min.
Again you ride 5 stops (136 Bus) / 6 stops (195 bus)
You get off on Vysocanska stop
You go back to the hotel (in the same direction your bus continued its ride)
That’s it :-)
Our Minibus:
You can take our 9 seater minibus - this costs 10€ per trip - this means that if you organise it
amongst yourselves and you fill the bus, this can be the most comfortable and cheapest option..

By Uber:
You can always take Uber, which will pick you up right in front of the Hotel and take you
right to the tournament:-)
This ride should take you about 8 min.
This should cost you about 150czk / 5,7€ - NOTICE THAT THE PRICE CONSTANTLY
CHANGES depending on availability of cars.
By Taxi:
You can always take old fashioned taxi
Call this number: +420 222 111 000
On this number you’ll reach TAXI PRAHA
The cost is 24kc / 1 km - 0.91€

IF you decide to take Uber / Taxi, your final destination is: PVA EXPO PRAHA, on Beranových 667 st.,
Prague 9

The whole ride:

From the Hotel to the Vysocanska stop:

From the Vystaviste Letnany stop to PVA EXPO Letnany

